
Christmas sign with lighting
Instructions No. 2602
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 5 Hours

Welcome your guests with this decorative wooden sign. Thanks to a painting template and our free motif template, this
craft idea is very easy to implement.

Create a Christmas sign

Lightly prime the VBS wooden board with white outdoor paint. 

After drying, draw a circle in the centre of the plate with a pencil. In our
example, it has a diameter of approx. 20 cm. 

Mix white and green paint on a colour palette to create different shades of
green. 

Place the stencil on the circle and transfer the desired motifs with the
outdoor paint. Tip: To make the fir wreath look nice and dense, you can
stencil several motifs in different shades on top of each other. 

Use a gold marker to transfer the small motifs from the stencil. 

Print out the free motif template and transfer the lettering onto the wooden
panel using the graphite paper. Draw the lettering with a black marker. 

After designing, you can spray the wooden sign with clear varnish. This will
protect it from dirt and weather.

As soon as the varnish has dried, drill holes with a diameter of 4 mm into the plate. Insert the lights from behind and fix them with some hot glue. Also fix the
battery compartment on the back with hot glue. Important: Make sure that the battery compartment can be opened. 

Finally, attach a ribbon to hang it up.

Article number Article name Qty
689458-02 VBS Outdoor Mini LED light chain, with timer 6/18 hours20 LED's 1
281591 VBS Wooden plate / Decorative sign 1
755337-02 VBS Outdoor Color, 100 mlWhite 1
755337-30 VBS Outdoor Color, 100 mlDark Green 1
755337-58 VBS Outdoor Color, 100 mlBrown 1
330350 VBS Painting sponges, 3 pieces 1
567732-10 POSCA Marker PC-3MGold 1
567732-07 POSCA Marker PC-3MBlack 1
970358 Set of hand drills, 3 pcs. 1
560566 Graphite paper 1
18380 Cotton cord with lurex and malleable wire coreWhite/Silver 1
755290-02 edding 5200 "Permanentspray", Clear varnishSilkmatt 1
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